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NOTATION 
For any x= (x1 ,..., X,)E RN we set x’= (x ,,..., xN- 1), ljxll = 
cc,“= I IXil 2)“2> /IX’11 = (Cyij IXi12)“** Di = a/ax, (i = l,..., N). For any 
eERN, D, denotes the derivation in the direction e: (D,f)(x) = 
Lim,,,(f(x+ he)-f(x))/hllell). Let UE RN and r > 0; we set B(a, Y) = 
{x E RN/llx - all < Y}, S(a, r) = {x E RN/Ilx - all = T}. A real-valued function 
cp defined on RN is said to be locally Lipschitzian if for any a E RN, there 
exist a neighborhood V of a and a positive constant k such that for any x 
and y in V we have Iq(x)-q(y)1 dk(lx-yll. (We say cp is a k-locally 
Lipschitzian function in V.) 
Let 52 be an open set in RN with boundary X2. R is said to be Lipschitz- 
ian if for any a E 852 there exist r, real and positive, cp locally Lipschitzian, 
local coordinates x1 ,..., xN with origin at a, such that if x E 52 n B(u, v), then 
xN > cp(x’) and if x E X2 n B(u, r) then, xN = cp(x’). 
We denote by H, the set of polynomials in N variables, of total degree at 
most n, and by LP(E) the space of measurable functions satisfying 
D 1 
I/P 
Ilf II LY(E) = ,~ If( p dx < cc (1 dP< a), 
llf II Lx(E) = ess SUP If( < ~0 (p = CC). 
Y E E 
THE MAIN RESULT 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following statement: 
THEOREM. Let 52 he a bounded locally Lipschitziun open set in RN. Then 
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lID,Pll I.plc~) d C(Q, P) n2ilPlI I.pcc2 (i= I,..., N), (1) 
(ii ) there exists u constunt C(Q) .vuch that j&r an>< p > I. 
C(Q, PI 6 C(Q). 
This theorem provides a generalization of Markov’s inequality in Lp in 
the case of several variables. For the case of an interval see 123. The 
assumption that Q is locally Lipschitzian is fundamental to get the 
exponent 2 in (I ). A counterexample is given in [ 11: if R = ((.Y. J!) E R’: 
0 < x < 1; 0 <J’ < s”; p > 1 } the optimal exponent is 2~. Furthermore, 2 is 
obviously the sharp exponent when Q is a hypercube. 
Sketch qf the Proqf For any II E Q we find a neighborhood V,, of u such 
that 
where C, is a positive constant depending only on p and 52. Since it is 
closed and bounded, Q is a compact set and thus can be covered with a 
finite set of neighborhoods such as V,,, denoted by V,,,..., Vu,. Clearly, 
From this we immediately deduce the theorem. 
To prove (2) after a linear change of variable, we can use local orthonor- 
ma1 coordinates. Furthermore if e, , e2,..., eK are N independent elements in 
RN, proving (2) is equivalent to proving that there exists a constant C:, 
such that for i = I,..., N 
We shall prove the inequalities (3). 
MARKOV'S INEQUALITY ON AN INTERVAL IN Lp-sp~c~s 
PROPOSITION 1 [2]. Let I= [ - 1, 11. For any p > 1 there exists a con- 
stant C(p) such that for any polynomial P qf degree at most n 
IIP’II LYll) d C(P) n211Pllu~,~. 
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Exponent 2 is sharp, as can be seen by taking P = Pp, 2’ (Jacobi’s 
polynomials in the ultraspherical case). In [2, p. 7351 this result is also 
given in a more accurate form 
IIP’II L’(I) <2n[(n+ l)“+* n “1 IlPllLl,,, 
and if p> 1, 
IIP’II uc,,<2n[(p- l)“~“‘P’(np+ l)“+‘r~p’(np-p+ 1)’ ~-nP(l’p)] liPllP(,,. 
It is easy to prove that the expressions between the square brackets are 
always less than 2e*n and therefore C(p)<4e2. 
COROLLARY 1. Let J he an interval with length 1. For any p 3 1 and any 
PE H,, we have 
II P’ II Lp(J) d WP) 1 ‘nZllfIl u(J)2 (4) 
IIP’II Lp(J, d &‘l ‘n’llP/l lytJ). (5) 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We are led to consider two types of points in 0: points in Q and points 
in asz. 
Let a be in Sz. There exists r >O such that V, = {x/lx,- a,1 <r 
(j= l,..., N) j is included in Q. Using (4), and P being interpreted as a 
function of x, with the other variables held fixed, we get 
c 
u, + r
ID,P(x)l” dx,6 C(p)l’ r~?zZp s 
0, + r
IP(x dxi. 
0, -r cl,- r 
Integrating both sides as functions of x, ,..., x,- , , x, + , ,..., X, yields 
IIDiPll lrcv,,,d C(p) r~‘n211PII~,v~, 
6 C(p) rp’n211fIluc0). 
Let a be in dQ. First we give an outline of the method. We construct a 
neighborhood V, of a such that V, n fi is a union of parallel segments, i.e., 
a part of cylinder bounded by two regular surfaces. This is possible, due 
to the fact that Q is locally Lipschitzian (a continuous frontier is not a 
sufficient assumption). Results of [Z] are then applied to the individual 
intervals. 
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FIGURE 1 
There exists an open ball B(a, Y), a k-locally Lipschitzian function q, 
local coordinates with origin at a such that 
aQnB(a,r)= {xEB(a,r)/x,~=rp(x’)}, 
QnE(a, r)= {XEB(U, T)/XN> cp(x’)} 
From now on we use these coordinates; then a = 0, q(O) =O, 
B(a, r) = B(0, Y). 
Let e, = (1, 0,O ,..., 0, 2k) be in R”, by &2 n B(0, r) and D = 
{b+ie,/ilER} (see Fig. I). 
LEMMA 1. DndQnB(O,r)= {b}. 
Proof To prove the line D intersects cXJ in the ball only at the point b 
we establish that if x = b + ie, with ;1# 0 then xN # 9(x’). Indeed for such 
an x, setting b= (b’, c&b’)) we have x1 = b,, x2 = b, ,..., xNp, =b,_ 1, 
xN= 24x, - 6,) + cp(b’). 
Since 9 is k-locally Lipschitzian we have Iq(x’) - cp(b’)l < kilx’- 6’11 = 
klx,-b,l and, using xN- cp(x’) = 2k(x, - b,) + q(b’) - cp(x’), we get 
IXN-- cp(x’)l >klx, -b,l whence x,-cp(x’)#O if x, Zb,. i 
b’ 
FIG. 2. The segment [b, d]. 
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Let b’~ RN-’ satisfying 116’11 < &( 1 + I?)‘/~. We have Iq~(b’)l = 
Iq(b’) - q(O)1 6 kllb’)I d $r( 1 + k*)-I’*. Thus ll(b’, cp(b’))ll < r/2 and 
b = (b’, cp(b’)) belongs to B(0, r/2) and therefore to B(0, r). The half-line 
{XE RN/x = b + le, ; I > 0} intersects S(0, r) at d (see Fig. 2). 
LEMMA 2. The segment (b, d] is included in Q and its length is greater 
than r/2. 
Proof From Lemma 1, (b, d] is included in Q. Furthermore IId- bll 3 
lIdI - llbll = r - ]lbll. Then b E B(0, r/2) implies (Id- bll 2 r/2. 1 
The line (Ae,/i E R} intersects &? n B(0, r) only at the origin. Therefore 
at the point x=re,/(2/le,l() we have x,-cp(x’)>O and, at the point -x 
we have xN- cp(x’) < 0. cp is a continuous function (all Lipschitzian 
functions are continuous) then xN- cp(x’) remains positive in a 
neighborhood V, of re,/(2lle, 11) and negative in a neighborhood V, of 
-re1/(211e,II). Thus any segment with ends respectively in V, and V, inter- 
sects %2. Whence using Lemma 2, we get: 
COROLLARY 2. For every CI satisfying 0 < cx < frk( 1 + k2) -1!2 any line 
crossing B(0, a) and parallel to e, intersects 8Q n B(0, r) only at one point. 
Furthermore D n Q I-I B(0, r) is a segment of length at least r/2 (see Fig. 3). 
We put sin 0 = ( 1 + 4k*) ‘I’, cos 8 = 2k( 1 + 4k2) ~ ‘I2 and we introduce 
new coordinates defined by 
y,=x,cosO-x,sin9, 
y,=x, sin8+x,cos8, 
Y, = xi (i = 2,..., N - 1 ). 
FIG. 3. How to find a 
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With the J’ coordinates S(0, r) is still defined by C,” , J.: = yl. Let A and B 
be in R’V. We denote by (u, ,..., u%) and (h, ,..., h y) the .y coordinates of ,4 
and B respectively and by (u, ,..., u,~) and (r , ,.... 1: k) the y coordinates of A 
and B, respectively. 
LEMMA 3. Assumr lu,+ - h,vl 6 k 11~1’ - h’/l. Then 1 u,~~L’,~I 6 
(( 1 + 2k”)/k)/lu’- 1:‘11. 
Proof: If u,~ # vh. we have 
Finding the minimum of the last expression on ((a, ~)/Iu,~ - h,,?l < 
kllu’ - h’ll ) is equivalent to finding the minimum of ((A’, cos 8 - 
X, sin H)’ + Xz + .. + x’, , )/(A’, sin 0 + X, cos 0)’ on the set (X/XT + 
xi+ “’ +x2. kL ,=l, ~X,V~~k~,ortheminimumof((Xcos0-Ysin~)2+ 
1 - X’)/(Xsin H + Ycos 0)’ on the set {(A’, Y)/lXl < 1, I YI <k}. It is 
attained when X= 1 and Y= k which yields 11~‘~ v’Il//u,,- cNI 3 
k/( 1 + 2k2) and Iu,\ ~ vRil 6 (( 1 + 2k2)/k)llu’ ~ ~‘11. 
Let CY,,, be the open neighborhood of the origin defined in the J coor- 
dinates by CY,,, = B(0, Y) n { .r/lly’ll < cz), where r is the constant of 
Corollary 2 (see Fig. 4). 
LEMMA 4. There exists u real-valued locally Lipschitziun function $I 
dejined in R! ’ ’ such that in the y coordinates CY,, n XJ = {y/-v,., = $( y’) ) 
and CY,,, n Q = {y/y,y > Ic/(y’)}. 
FIG. 4. The set CY,,, 
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Proof: Let y’ satisfy l(y’ll < x. From Corollary 2, the line through (y’, 0) 
parallel to e, (i.e., parallel to OyN in the y coordinates) intersects 8sL at only 
one point in B(0, r); let (y’, yN) be that point. We put y, = $(y’). Clearly Ic/ 
will satisfy the requirements if we can prove it is locally Lipschitzian in 
CY,,. Let u’ and v’ in RN-’ be such that // u’/I < 2, IIv’~I < 3. (u’, $(u’)) and 
(v’, $(v’)) belong to K? and then can be written (a’, ~(a’)), (h’, cp(h’)) in 
the x coordinates and we have Iq(a’) - cp(h’)l <klla’-h’ll. Then from 
Lemmas 3, i$(u’)-$(v’)l ~((1 +2k*)/k)llu’-~‘11. Therefore $ is locally 
Lipschitzian. 
LEMMA 5. For any polynomial PE H,, we havr 
Proof Let us consider CY,, as an union of segments parallel to Oy, 
of length greater than r/2, bounded by surfaces y, = $(y’) and 
yN+-,+ . . . - y’, _ ,)‘I?. Since $ is measurable (it is locally Lipschit- 
zian, therefore continuous), using (4) we can write, when Ilyl/ <K 
Integrating the two sides of this estimate over { y’/liyli <u} leads to the 
required inequality. 
To complete the proof of the main theorem, we set 
e2 = (0, 1, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 2k), e3 = (0, 0, 1, 0 )...) 0, 2k), . ..) 
e Np, = (0, 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 2k), eN = (- 1, 0, 0, 0 ,..., 0, 2k). 
For every i, using a process similar to the one we used for e, , we can find a 
neighborhood CY,, of the origin, such that for any PE H,, 
We set VU = n;“=, CY,,. Then for every i we have 
IlD,,PII ~cv,,na)d4C(p)r~‘n211PIIrrrn,, 
which completes the proof of inequalities (3). 
To establish the (ii)-statement of the theorem we proceed in the same 
way using inequality (5) of Corollary 1 instead of inequality (4). 
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